AAHPERD Presentation

Dr. Stoll is one of four professionals, Angela Lumpkin (University of Kansas), R. Scott Kretchmar (Pennsylvania State University) and Russell Carson (Louisiana Tech University), who were tapped by AAHPERD to develop a code of ethics for the National Association of Sport and Physical Education (NASPE). The four will be doing a presentation at the AAHPERD 2010 convention in Indianapolis. AAHPERD is an alliance of five national association, six district association, and a research consortium which support healthy lifestyles through high quality programs. NASPE mission is to enhance knowledge, improve professional practice, and increase support for high quality physical education, sport, and physical activity programs through research, development of standards, and dissemination of information.

Northwest AAHPERD

Dr. Pete VanMullem (No. 19 on Dr. Stoll’s Doc Grads), Assistant Professor at St. Cloud University and his wife Dr. Heather VanMullem, Associate Professor at Lewis Clark College, presented Servant Leadership: Developing Excellence in Your Sport or Recreation Program, at the 2009 Northwest AAHPERD conference in Missoula, Montana, on August 8. Dr. Stoll was the third author on the paper/presentation.

Review for Quest

Dr. Stoll finished an article review for Quest. Quest is a journal for those in the physical activity field in higher education. No single journal that covers more topics of common interest than Quest. Each issue examines not only critical issues facing physical educators, but also research developments in the sport sciences and other subdisciplines of human movement.

Research Request

Research request from Louisa DeBolt, Department of Exercise and Sport Science, Eastern Kentucky University.

New Doc Student

James Player will be joining the team at the Center for ETHICS*. James arrived last week and is becoming settled in his new life as a doctoral student at the University of Idaho.

Upcoming Events


Western Society of Kinesiology and Wellness, Reno, NV, October 14 – 16, 2009.